Connecticut Tax Debt Relief Bankruptcy Foreclosure Updated
Services Launched
The Law Offices of Neil Crane, LLC, a Connecticut law firm, announced an updated
range of legal services for bankruptcy, tax debt, foreclosure mortgage solutions and
other debt relief matters. The company provides mortgage restructure and debt relief
services for clients throughout Connecticut.
The Law Offices of Neil Crane, LLC, a Connecticut law firm, announced an updated range of legal
services for bankruptcy, tax debt, foreclosure mortgage solutions and other debt relief matters. The
company provides mortgage restructure and debt relief services for clients throughout
Connecticut.Hamden , United States - April 18, 2017 /PressCable/ -- The Law Offices of Neil Crane,
LLC, a law firm with offices in Hamden, Waterbury, Rocky Hill, Bridgeport and Ridgefield
Connecticut, announced an updated range of legal services for bankruptcy, tax debt, foreclosure
mortgage issues and other forms of debt relief.
More information is available at http://ctbankruptcyattorneys.com.
Foreclosure is a problem for both the individual homeowner and the community where it occurs. As
with most financial issues involving home financing and mortgages it often requires understanding
complex legal regulations, constantly-updated financing rules and a variety of specific procedures.
The HAMP (Making Homes Affordable Program) contributed to making fiscal regulation and bank
mortgage guidelines more manageable for the average homeowner seeking to save their home or
modify their mortgages. The program created a series of federal bank guidelines designed to make
it easier for homeowners to readjust their mortgage and prevent or resolve foreclosure.
Unfortunately, the HAMP program has been repealed, thus allowing banks to decide on their own
mortgages and financing arrangements making it increasingly difficult for the average homeowner to
know how to readjust or modify financing and tax payments.
Given the new lack of guidelines, professional bankruptcy consultation has become imperative for
the successful management of mortgages and for avoiding foreclosure.
The Law Offices of Neil Crane, LLC, announced an extensive update of its services to help
Connecticut homeowners successfully manage their property tax and mortgage issues.
The law firm offers extensive bankruptcy foreclosure mediation services for homeowners looking to
re-negotiate their mortgages preventing home loss to foreclosure. As the largest provider of Chapter
13 services in Connecticut, the legal firm provides bankruptcy relief through Chapter 13 repayment
plans, thus helping homeowners avoid foreclosure and readjust their financing terms.
The law firm offers a variety of tax relief services with a wide range of legal procedures, including
offer-in-compromise, installment agreements, bankruptcy protection, penalty abatements and audits.
Law Offices of Neil Crane, LLC, also offers a variety of debt relief services for unsecured credit card
debt and other forms of debt problems.
Interested parties can find more information by visiting http://ctbankruptcyattorneys.com.
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